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Abstract
We give a synthetic treatment of the &rst Bianchi identity both in the style of di)erential forms
and in the style of tensor &elds on the lines of Lavendhomme (Basic Concepts of Synthetic Dif-
ferential Geometry, Kluwer, Dordrecht, 1996). The tensor-&eld version of the identity is derived
from the corresponding one for microcubes, just as we did for the Jacobi identity of vector &elds
with respect to Lie brackets in our previous paper (J. Theoret. Phys. 36 (1997) 1099–1131).
As a by-product we have found out an identity of microcubes corresponding to the classical
identity
R(X; Y; Z) =∇X∇Y Z −∇Y∇X Z −∇[X;Y ]Z
of tensor &elds, which has largely simpli&ed Lavendhomme’s lengthy proof (Basic Concepts
of Synthetic Di)erential Geometry, Kluwer, Dordrecht, 1996, Section 5:3, Proposition 8, pp.
176–180). c© 2001 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
MSC: 53B05; 58A05
1. Introduction
Nishimura [7] has shown that there exists an underlying identity of microcubes
behind the classical Jacobi identity of vector &elds with respect to Lie brackets. The
paper has tried also to approach the &rst Bianchi identity in the same spirit under
the assumption that the connection at issue is symmetric, but it was pointed out by
Lavendhomme (private communication) that the exposition was erroneous, for which
the reader is referred to [5].
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The principal objective of this paper is to approach the &rst Bianchi identity syn-
thetically on the lines of Lavendhomme [4] without assuming that the connection at
issue is symmetric. The identity has two styles. One of them is to express the exterior
covariant derivative of the torsion form in terms of curvature forms, whose proof is
not diJcult in any sense. The other is to relate curvature tensor &elds to torsion ones.
We will elicit the latter from an underlying identity of microcubes, just as we did to
the celebrated Jacobi identity of vector &elds in our previous paper mentioned above.
Both of them will be established in Section 3 of this paper.
Our throes of establishing the &rst Bianchi identity synthetically were rewarded acci-
dentally with another (hopefully more lucid) proof of Proposition 8 of Lavendhomme
[4, Section 5:3, pp. 176–180], which is to express the curvature tensor &eld in terms
of covariant derivatives. It will be shown in Section 2 that even this proposition has
its underlying identity of microcubes.
We assume the reader to be well familiar with Lavendhomme [4] up to Chapter 5.
Since the general Jacobi identity of microcubes established by Nishimura [7, Theorem
3.1] will play an important role in our proof of the tensor-&eld version of the &rst
Bianchi identity (Theorem 3.3), the &rst section is devoted to its laconic review as
well as a few other preliminaries which are not easily available in Lavendhomme’s [4]
monograph. For the general reference on traditional di)erential geometry the reader is
referred to Kobayashi and Nomizu [1], in which he or she can easily &nd the standard
treatment of the &rst Bianchi identity. For additional references on synthetic di)erential
geometry the reader is referred to Kock [2] and Moerdijk and Reyes [6].
2. Preliminaries
The set of real numbers (including nilpotent in&nitesimals in abundance) is denoted
by R and is required to abide by the so-called general Kock axiom. We denote the set
{x ∈ R: x2 = 0} by D. A microlinear space M is chosen once and for all. The totality
of n-microcubes on M is denoted by Tn(M). The totality of n-microcubes on MM at
the identity transformation idM of M is denoted by n(M). We denote 1(M) also by
(M), which is the totality of vector &elds on M . Given  ∈ m(M) and  ∈ n(M),
we de&ne  ∗  ∈ m+n(M) to be
( ∗ )(d1; : : : ; dm+n) = (dm+1; : : : ; dm+n) ◦ (d1; : : : ; dm) (1.1)
for any (d1; : : : ; dm+n) ∈ Dm+n. Given  ∈ Tn+1(M) and e ∈ D with i ≤ i ≤ n+ 1, we
de&ne ie ∈ Tn(M) to be
ie(d1; : : : ; dn) = (d1; : : : ; di−1; e; di; : : : ; dn) (1.2)
for any (d1; : : : ; dn) ∈ Dn. Given a set p of pairs (i; j) of natural numbers with 1 ≤
i; j ≤ n, we denote by Dn{p} the set {(d1; : : : ; dn) ∈ Dn : didj = 0 for any (i; j) ∈ p}.
We denote by Permn the group of permutations of the &rst n natural numbers. The
transposition exchanging i and j while &xing the other numbers is denoted by (ij). The
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cyclic permutation assigning j to i; k to j and i to k while &xing the other numbers is
denoted by (ijk). Given  ∈ Permn and  ∈ Tn(M), we de&ne () ∈ Tn(M) to be
()(d1; : : : ; dn) = (d(1); : : : ; d(n)) (1.3)
for any (d1; : : : ; dn) ∈ Dn. In particular, if n = 2 and  = (12); () is also denoted
by ().
The notion of strong di)erence – for microsquares on M discussed by Kock and
Lavendhomme [3] can be relativized to microcubes on M in three distinct ways (i.e.,
with respect to the three axes) to yield strong di)erences N˙1 ; N˙2 and N˙3 for microcubes,
for which the reader is referred to [7] or [8].
For a proof of the following simple proposition the reader is referred to [7, Section
5, Theorem 5:4].
Proposition 1.1. Let 1; 2; 3 ∈ T2(M). As long as the following three expressions
are well de5ned; they sum up only to vanish:
1 −· 2; (1.4)
2 −· 3; (1.5)
3 −· 1: (1.6)
The general Jacobi identity, which was established by Nishimura [7, Section 3,
Theorem 3.1] and which shares the same vein with the preceding proposition, goes as
follows:
Theorem 1.2. Let 123; 132; 213; 231; 312; 321 ∈ T3(M). As long as the following
three expressions are well de5ned; they sum up only to vanish:
(123 −1· 132) −· (231 −1· 321); (1.7)
(231 −2· 213) −· (312 −2· 132); (1.8)
(312 −3· 321) −· (123 −3· 213): (1.9)
Now a (pointwise) connection ∇ on M is chosen once and for all. We write ! or !12
for its connection form in place of C of Lavendhomme [4, Section 5:2, De&nition 12, p.
163], while we write !21 for the composition !◦. The torsion form and the curvature
form are denoted by  and , respectively. The exterior covariant di)erentiation is
denoted by D.
Let  ∈ T3(M). We de&ne !123() ∈ T2(M) to be (d1; d2) ∈ D2 
→ !(1d1 )(d2). We
de&ne !123() ∈ T(M) to be !(!123()). Let 〈i j k〉 be one of the six permutations of
〈1 2 3〉 with
 =
(
i j k
1 2 3
)
:
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We de&ne !ijk() and !ijk() to be !
1
23(()) and !123(()), respectively. Just as
!12 and !21 are 2-homogeneous, !ijk is 3-homogeneous. Note that !ijk ’s for di)erent
permutations 〈i j k〉’s of 〈1 2 3〉 are by no means the same in general, which we will
soon illustrate by an example. To familiarize the reader with our omega notation, we
rewrite two formulas in [4, Section 5:3, Propositions 2 and 7, pp. 170 and p. 174] as
follows:
() = !12()− !21() for any  ∈ T2(M): (1.10)
() = !123()− !213() for any  ∈ T3(M): (1.11)
Now we note that the connection ∇ on M naturally induces a connection on MN
for any space N , which we denote by the same symbol ∇. More speci&cally, given
t1; t2 ∈ T1(MN ) with t1(0) = t2(0); ∇(t1; t2) is de&ned such that
∇(t1; t2)(d1; d2)(x) =∇(t1(·)(x); t2(·)(x))(d1; d2) (1.12)
for any x ∈ N and any (d1; d2) ∈ D2. In particular, the induced connection on MM is
prodigiously important, with respect to which we de&ne ∇X Y; T (X; Y ) and R(X; Y; Z)
for X; Y; Z ∈ (M) as follows:
∇X Y = !(Y ∗ X ); (1.13)
T (X; Y ) =(Y ∗ X ); (1.14)
R(X; Y; Z) = (Z ∗ Y ∗ X ): (1.15)
In the above three identities !; and  surely stand for the connection form, the
torsion form and the curvature form of the induced connection on MM . To understand
that !123 and !132 are di)erent, we calculate !123(Z ∗ Y ∗ X ) and !132(Z ∗ Y ∗ X ) for
X; Y; Z ∈ (M)
!123(Z ∗ Y ∗ X ) =∇X∇Y Z [(1:13)]; (1.16)
!132(Z ∗ Y ∗ X ) =!123(Z ∗ Y ∗ X )− !(T (Y; Z) ∗ X ) [(1:10) and (1:14)]
=∇X∇Y Z −∇X T (Y; Z) [(1:13) and (1:16)]: (1.17)
Now, we conclude this section with a simple proposition, which will be put to use
in the proof of Proposition 2.4. To this end, we need the following simple lemma.
Lemma 1.3. Let t ∈ T1(M). We de5ne ; o ∈ T2(M) to be
(d1; d2) = t(d1d2) (1.18)
and
o(d1; d2) = t(0) (1.19)
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for any (d1; d2) ∈ D2. Then; we have
t =  −· o; (1.20)
so that
!() = t: (1.21)
Proof. Take the following function g : (D×D) ∨D → M as the auxiliary function in
the de&nition of the strong di)erence  −· o (cf. [4, p. 92, Lemma]):
g(d1; d2; e) = t(e) for any (d1; d2; e) ∈ (D × D) ∨ D: (1.22)
Then (1.20) follows, which in turn yields (1.21) by Proposition 3 of Lavendhomme
[4, Section 5:2, p. 161].
Proposition 1.4. Let  ∈ T2(M). Let us de5ne  ∈ T3(M) to be
 (d1; d2; d3) = (d1d2; d3) (1.23)
for any (d1; d2; d3) ∈ D3. Then; we have
!() = !123( ): (1.24)
Proof. By the componentwise R-linearity of ! (cf. Lavendhomme [4, Section 5:2,
Proposition 4, p. 163]), we have
!123( )(d1; d2) = !( 
1
d1 )(d2) = !(d11·)(d2) = !()(d1d2) (1.25)
for any (d1; d2) ∈ D2. Therefore, by Lemma 1.3, we have
!123( ) =!(!123( )) = !(): (1.26)
3. Some auxiliary identities
The following proposition was implicit in Lavendhomme [4, Section 5:3, Proposition
3, pp. 171,172].
Proposition 2.1. If microsquares ;  on M coincide on D(2); then we have
!ij()− !ij() =  −·  (2.1)
where 〈i j〉= 〈1 2〉 or 〈i j〉= 〈2 1〉.
Proof. By Proposition 1.1 we have
!ij()− !ij() = (ij −· ∇ij)− (ij −· ∇ij)
=ij −· ij
=  −·  (2.2)
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where 12 = ; 21 = (12)(); ∇12 = ∇(t1; t2) and ∇21 = ∇(t2; t1) with
k() = (t1; t2).
Indeed this proposition has the following classical formula as a direct consequence.
Corollary 2.2. Let X; Y ∈ (M). Then we have
T (X; Y ) =∇X Y −∇Y X − [X; Y ]: (2.3)
Proof. Let  = Y ∗ X and  = (X ∗ Y ) in the above proposition. Then the two mi-
crosquares on MM coincide on D(2). By Proposition 2.1 we have
T (X; Y ) =!12()− !21() [(1:10)]
=!12()− !21()− ( −· )
=∇X Y −∇Y X − [X; Y ]: (2.4)
Proposition 2.1 has the following as another direct consequence.
Proposition 2.3. Let 〈i j k〉 be one of the six permutations of 〈1 2 3〉. Let ;  be
microcubes on M such that they coincide on D3{(j; k)}. Then we have
!ijk()− !ijk() = !12( −i· ) (2.5)
Proof. Since !12 is additive componentwise, we have
!ijk()− !ijk() =!12(!ijk())− !12(!ijk())
=!12(!ijk()−
2
!ijk())
=!12( −i· ): (2.6)
Letting 〈i j k〉= 〈1 2 3〉; =Z ∗Y ∗X and =(23)(Y ∗Z ∗X ) with X; Y; Z ∈ (M) in
the above proposition, we can see that (2.5) is no other than a mere application of ∇X
to both sides of the variant of (2.3) with X and Y replaced by Y and Z , respectively,
for we have
!123(Z ∗ Y ∗ X ) =∇X∇Y Z [(1:16)] (2.7)
!123((23)(Y ∗ Z ∗ X )) =!132(Y ∗ Z ∗ X )
=∇X∇ZY −∇X T (Z; Y ) [(1:17)]
=∇X∇ZY −∇X T (Y; Z) (2.8)
!12(Z ∗ Y ∗ X −1· (23)(Y ∗ Z ∗ X )) =∇X [Y; Z]: (2.9)
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Just as the general Jacobi identity established by Nishimura [7] lies behind the
classical Jacobi identity of vector &elds with respect to Lie brackets, the following
proposition lies behind Lavendhomme’s [4, Section 5:3, Proposition 8, pp. 176–180]
lengthy proof of the classical formula
R(X; Y; Z) =∇X∇Y Z −∇Y∇X Z −∇[X;Y ]Z for any X; Y; Z ∈ (M): (2.10)
Indeed the following is the microcubical skeleton of (2.10).
Proposition 2.4. If microcubes ;  on M coincide on D3{(i; j)}; then we have
!ijk()− !ijk() = !21(−k· ) (2.11)
Proof. We de&ne  ∈ T3(M) to be
 (d1; d2; d3) = (−k· )(d3; d1d2) (2.12)
for any (d1; d2; d3) ∈ D3. Then we have by Proposition 1.4 that
!21(−k· ) = !123( ) (2.13)
We now de&ne j ∈ T3(M) to be
j(d1; d2; d3)
= ((!1j + !1k)d1; (!2j + !2k)d2; (!3j + !3k)d3) (2.14)
for any (d1; d2; d3) ∈ D3, where !mn stands for Kronecker’s delta. By an appropriate
relativization of Proposition 7 of Lavendhomme [4, Section 3:4, p. 97], we have
!123( ) = !ijk((−i )−j j) = !ijk()− !ijk()− !ijk(j): (2.15)
Since !ijk(j) = 0, (2.11) follows from (2.13) and (2.15).
This proposition has the classical formula (2.10) as an important consequence.
Corollary 2.5. Identity (2:10) holds.
Proof. Let = Z ∗ Y ∗ X and = (12)(Z ∗ X ∗ Y ). Then the two microcubes on MM
coincide on D3{(1; 2)}. By Proposition 2.4 we have
R(X; Y; Z) =!123()− !213() [(1:11)]
=!123()− !213()− !21( −3· )
=∇X∇Y Z −∇Y∇X Z −∇[X;Y ]Z: (2.16)
4. The "rst Bianchi identity
The following theorem lies behind the &rst Bianchi identity in the style of di)erential
forms.
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Theorem 3.1. We have
D= !123 − !132 − !213 + !231 + !312 − !321: (3.1)
Proof. Let  ∈ T3(M). Then, by Proposition 1 of Lavendhomme [4, Section 5:3,
p. 169], we have
e1e2e3D"() = e2e3("˜(1e1 )− "(10))− e1e3("˜(2e2 )− "(20))
+ e1e2("˜(3e3 )− "(30)) (3.2)
for any e1; e2; e3 ∈ D, where "˜(iei) denotes the tangent vector to M at (0; 0; 0) obtained
from "(iei) by in&nitesimal parallel transport q(ti ;ei) along ti (i = 1; 2; 3) with K() =
(t1; t2; t3). Let 1 ∈ T2(M) be such that
1(d1; d2) = "(1d1 )(d2) (3.3)
for any d1; d2 ∈ D. Then, by Proposition 7 of Lavendhomme [4, Section 5:2, p. 166]
and (1.10), we have
"˜(1e1 )− "(10) = e1!(1) = e1(!123()− !132()): (3.4)
By the same token we have
"˜(2e2 )− "(20) = e2(!213()− !231()); (3.5)
"˜(3e3 )− "(30) = e3(!312()− !321()): (3.6)
Therefore, it follows from (3.2) and (3.4)–(3.6) that
e1e2e3D"()
=e1e2e3{!123()− !132()− !213() + !231()!312()− !321()}: (3.7)
Since e1; e2 and e3 are arbitrary elements of D, the desired equation follows from (3.7).
Theorem 3.2. Let  ∈ T3(M) and  = (123). Then; we have
D"() = () + (()) + (2()): (3.8)
Proof. By (1.11) we have
() = !123()− !213(); (3.9)
(()) = !231()− !321(); (3.10)
(2()) = !312()− !132(): (3.11)
Therefore, desired (3.8) follows from Theorem 3.1.
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The following theorem stands in the same relation to the &rst Bianchi identity in the
style of tensor &elds as the general Jacobi identity of microcubes does to the classical
Jacobi identity of vector &elds.
Theorem 3.3. Let 123; 132; 213; 231; 312; 321 ∈ T3(M) such that expressions (1:7)–
(1:9) are meaningful. Let =(1 3 2). Let t1; t2; t3; t4; t5 and t6 be the following tangent
vectors to M in order:
!123(123)− !132(123); (3.12)
!231(231)− !213(231); (3.13)
!312(312)− !321(312); (3.14)
(231−1· 321); (3.15)
(312−2· 132); (3.16)
(123−3· 213): (3.17)
Then t1 + t2 + t3 + t4 + t5 + t6 is equal to
(123) + ((231)) + (2 (312)): (3.18)
Proof. By (1.10) we have
(231−1· 321) = !12(231−1· 321)− !21(231−1· 321); (3.19)
(312−2· 132) = !12(312−2· 132)− !21(312−2· 132); (3.20)
(123−3· 213) = !12(123−3· 213)− !21(123−3· 213): (3.21)
By (1.11) we have
(123) = !123(123)− !213(123); (3.22)
((231)) = !231(231)− !321(231); (3.23)
(2 (312)) = !312(312)− !132(312): (3.24)
By Proposition 2.3 we have
!132(123) = !132(132)− !12(132−1· 123); (3.25)
!213(231) = !213(213)− !12(213−2· 231); (3.26)
!321(312) = !321(321)− !12(321−3· 312): (3.27)
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By (3.19)–(3.21) and (3.25)–(3.27) we have
t1 + t2 + t3 + t4 + t5 + t6
=!123(123)− !132(132) + !12(132−1· 123)
+!231(231)− !213(213) + !12(213−2· 231)
+!312(312)− !321(321) + !12(321−3· 312)
+!12(231−1· 321)− !21(231−1· 321)
+!12(312−2· 132)− !21(312−2· 132)
+!12(123−3· 213)− !21(123−3· 213): (3.28)
By Theorem 1.2 we have
!12(132−1· 123) + !12(213−2· 231)
+!12(321−3· 312) + !12(231−1· 321)
+!12(312−2· 132) + !12(123−3· 213)
=− !12(123−1· 132)− !12(231−2· 213)
−!12(312−3· 321) + !12(231−1· 321)
+!12(312−2· 132) + !12(123−3· 213)
=− {((123−1· 132) −· (231−1· 321))
+ ((231−2· 213) −· (312−2· 132))
+ ((312−3· 321) −· (123−3· 213))}
=0: (3.29)
By Proposition 2.4 we have
!321(321) + !21(231−1· 321) = !321(231); (3.30)
!132(132) + !21(312−2· 132) = !132(312); (3.31)
!213(213) + !21(123−3· 213) = !213(123): (3.32)
It follows from (3.28)–(3.32) that
t1 + t2 + t3 + t4 + t5 + t6 =!123(123)− !213(123) + !231(231)
−!321(231) + !312(312)− !132(312): (3.33)
Thus, the proof is complete by (3.22)–(3.24) and (3.33).
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This theorem has the following classical result as a direct consequence.
Theorem 3.4. Let X; Y; Z ∈ (M). Then; we have the following variant of the 5rst
Bianchi identity:
G{R(X; Y; Z)}= G{∇X T (Y; Z)}+ G{T ([X; Y ]; Z)} (3.34)
where G denotes the cyclic sum with respect to X; Y and Z .
Proof. Let 123; 132; 213; 231; 312; 321 ∈ T3(MM ) be de&ned as follows:
123 = Z ∗ Y ∗ X; (3.35)
132 = (23)(Y ∗ Z ∗ X ); (3.36)
213 = (12)(Z ∗ X ∗ Y ); (3.37)
231 = (123)(X ∗ Z ∗ Y ); (3.38)
312 = (132)(Y ∗ X ∗ Z); (3.39)
321 = (13)(X ∗ Y ∗ Z): (3.40)
Intuitively speaking, ijk(d1; d2; d3) is just the composite of the three transformation
Xd1 ; Yd2 and Zd3 taken in the order indicated by the opposite order of 〈i j k〉. Let  be
the cyclic permutation (1 3 2) as in the previous theorem, so that 3=1 and 2=(1 2 3).
Then; we have
R(X; Y; Z) = (123): [(1:15)] (3.41)
By the same token we have
R(Y; Z; X ) = ((231)); (3.42)
R(Z; X; Y ) = (2 (312)): (3.43)
Now, we have that
∇X T (Y; Z) =∇X(Z ∗ Y ) [(1:14)]
=∇X (!12(Z ∗ Y )− !21(Z ∗ Y )) [(1:10)]
=!123(123)− !132(123) [(1:13)]: (3.44)
By the same token we have
∇Y T (Z; X ) = !231(231)− !213(231); (3.45)
∇ZT (X; Y ) = !312(312)− !321(312): (3.46)
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Now, we have that
T ([X; Y ]; Z) =(Z ∗ [X; Y ]) [(1:14)]
=(Z ∗ (Y ∗ X −· (X ∗ Y )))
[5; Section 3:4; Proposition 8; pp: 98–99]
=(123−3· 213) [7; Propositions 2:5 and 2:6]: (3.47)
By the same token we have
T ([Y; Z]; X ) =(231−1· 321); (3.48)
T ([Z; X ]; Y ) =(312−2· 132): (3.49)
Therefore, (3.34) follows from Theorem 3.3.
Corollary 3.5. If the connection ∇ is symmetric; then we have
G{R(X; Y; Z)}= 0: (3.50)
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